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The enveloping algebra UL of a Lie algebra L over a field K is filtered by 
the powers I” of the ideal I of UL generated by L. In this paper we show that 
if the characteristic of K is zero and if L is finite dimensional, then the graded 
associated algebra gr UL is isomorphic to the enveloping algebra of the graded 
Lie algebra grL where L is filtered by the descending central series (Ln}. 
I f  K is a field of characteristic p a similar result holds for restricted Lie 
algebras. 
The corresponding result for groups is due to Quillen [7]. The proof for 
Lie algebras follows fairly closely Quillen’s proof for groups. There are some 
simplifications due to results which are peculiar to Lie algebras. 
1. STATEMENT OF THE THEOREM AND AN APPLICATION 
Let L be a Lie algebra over a field K and let {L,) be the descending central 
series of L 
L, = L, L = [L,Ll> n > 1. 
Let CTL be the enveloping algebra ofL. We shall identify L with its canonical 
image in LTL. Let I be the ideal of UL generated by L. We shall write P’ for 
the ideal of C% generated by products of n elements of I and 1” for DL. 
Let grL = &-+.r grnL, gr”l L = L,/Lntl , be the graded Lie algebra 
associated to the filtration (L,] of L and let gr UL = On>,, grfl C-L, 
gr’< c% 1”/1” ‘-I, be the graded algebra associated to the filtration {I”} of UL. 
The canonical embedding L -, Cz inducts a homomorphism of graded Lie 
algebras 
Z/I: grL+gr UL 
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since L, is mapped into I”. Therefore the map $ defines a homomorphism of 
graded algebras 
9j : C(grL)+ gr Cz 
where U(gr L) is the enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra gr L and the grading 
of L’(gr L) is induced by the grading of gr L. 
THEOREM. Let L be a jinite dimensional Lie algebra over a field of chauac- 
teristic zero. The canonical map v  : Lr(gr Z,) - gr CL induced by the embedding 
L --j CL is an isomorphism of graded algebras. 
A similar result is true for finite dimensional restricted Lie algebras over a 
field of characteristic p. The enveloping algebra is replaced by the restricted 
enveloping algebra I/L, the ideal Z by the ideal J generated by L in FL and 
the descending central series (L,,) of I, by the restricted central series (LF’) 
OfL 
p EL LF’ = [L, L$?!J + LEI ) n ,,’ 1, 
where L[nl is the image of L by the p-map of L. I f  gr’“) L is the graded Lie 
algebra associated to the filtration {L r’), then the algebra V(gr L) is canonically 
isomorphic to gr I/L, where 1% is filtered by the powers of J. 
Let S(gr L) be the symmetric algebra of the vector space gr L. If  K is a field 
of characteristic zero, the canonical map 
defined by 
7 : S(grLj --f (>‘(grL) 
is an isomorphism of vector spaces (Bourbaki [Z], $2, no. 7). 
The grading of gr L defines a grading of S(gr L): 
S(gr L) ~~7 3 P(grZ,) 
where 
S”(gr L) - 0 Si,(gr”L) 0 S,,,(gr” L) <,d ... G, S,,(gr” I,). 
The vector space S,(grjL) is the ith component of the qmmctric algebra of 
grjL and the sum is taken over all indices i,. ,,i,,, such that jr -: j, --: ... ; j, 
and J$=r i, j, = n. 
The isomorphism 7 is clearly a graded map of degree zero and we can USC 
the theorem to obtain simple expressions for the spaces In/Z?‘-, r. 
COROLLARY. Let L be a Lie algebra over a field of characteristic zero and 
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let I be the idea of the enveloping algebra UL of L generated by L. The vector 
spaces In/In--l, n 2 0 are canonically isomorphic to S”(gr L). 
In particular the group F/P is isomorphic to L,/L, @ S,(L/L,). This last 
result can easily be proved by a direct computation if the characteristic of K 
is different from 2. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
The diagonal map L + L x L defines a structure of an Hopf algebra on UL. 
Since I is the augmentation ideal of UL, it is easy to see that gr UL is a 
primitively generated Hopf algebra (May [4] p. 123). Hence (Milnor-Moore 
[fi] Th. 6.11) gr UL is the enveloping algebra of P gr UL, the Lie algebra of 
the primitive elements of gr UL. The image of gr L in gr UL is clearly 
contained in P gr UL. Therefore, to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to 
show that the canonical map 
*:grL-+PgrUL 
is an isomorphism of Lie algebras. 
LEMMA 2.1. The map Z/I is sqjective. 
Proof. By reason of degree the vector space gr’ UL is certainly contained 
in Pgr UL. Since gr UL is generated by grl CL, is not difficult to see that 
P gr CTL is the Lie subalgebra of gr UL generated by grl UL. Lemma 2.1 then 
follows from the fact that 4 is an isomorphism in degree one, i.e, 
grr CL c gri L (Cartan-Eilenberg [2], chap. XIII $3 no. 2). 
bWMA 2.2. $ is injective. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that L n I” = L,, for all ?z > 1. We shall 
first suppose that L is nilpotent. Applying Engel’s theorem to the adjoint 
representation of L, we know that there exists a basis (xi), i = I,..., r of L 
such that [y, xi] :z Ck;,, u~x,, for every y  CL. 
Let x =m C bil,,,iYxil . . . . z^<, , p > n, be an element of I”. By the PoincarC- 
Birkhoff-Witt theorem, .z can be reduced to the unique form 
by operations of the form xjxi = xi.vj + [a+, xi]. The element x lies in 
L if and only if x = x b$, . It then follows from the particular choice of 
the basis (xi} of L that L n I” = 0 for n greater than the dimension of L. 
But then L, is also zero. Hence we know that L n I” = L, for big n. We shall 
prove that L n 1” = L, for all n by backwards induction. 
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The diagram 
has exact rows and is commutative. Lb-e can assume that 01~~ is surjcctivc hl 
induction hypothesis and # is surjective by Lemma 2.1. Therefore IY,,-~ is 
surjectivc. 
The general case follows from the fact that I, = L/Lw is a nilpotent I,ie 
algebra, where L, is the intersection 0,) *c1 L,, . Let J be the ideal of c2 
generated by L, and 1 :~ I/J the ideal of u, generated by L. Let % be the 
image of x E I in 1. If  x is in I” n L then ,r: F I,i n L : z,, , therefore x belongs 
to L,, . 
Remark 1. The proof of the corresponding result for restricted Lie 
algebras is similar. Using Theorem 5.18 of Milnor-Moore [6], it is sufficient 
to show that the canonical map gr (“) I, -+ P gr I% is an isomorphism of 
graded Lie algebras. The injectivity follows as in Lemma 2.2. Replacing L 
by L/L:‘, one can suppose that there exists i such that Li”’ ~- 0. By 
a result of Jacobson [3], the ideal -/ generated by L is nilpotent hence 
J’” n L = LF’(=O) for big n. The proof ends as in Lemma 2.3. 
Remark 2. Let L be a finite dimensional Lie algebra and let 1 be the ideal 
of the enveloping algebra UL of L generated by L. Using the particular basis 
introduced in the proof of Lemma 2.2, it is not difficult to see that 
p = r),>lp = 0. 
Replacing L by LiL, , it then follows that for any finite dimensional Lie 
algebra, the ideal PJ is generated by L”, . Another proof of this result can be 
found in NIcConncl [5]. 
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